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negotiation
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connecting with, 23
contacts, nurturing, 275–276
conversations, networking, 277–278
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defining, 271–277
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importance of, 12
LinkedIn, 281
nurturing, 324
online manners, 280–281
peer groups, 276
professional groups, 276
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referrals, 284–285
relationships, 23
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social media in, 280–282
Twitter, 282
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new employment
alignment with team, 304
problem-solving, 304
success, 303–304
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look and feel, 191–192
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publishing, 190–192
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finding, 104–105
knowing, 103
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owning, 18, 105–107
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yourself as expert, 107
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Google+, 185–186
LinkedIn, 173–180
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debut perspective, 159
debut preparation, 159
personal branding on, 158–161
360° assessments
in building brand profile, 116
defined, 79
feedback on the job, 82
information, 79–80
insights from friends and family, 81
self-analysis, 81
self-view versus other-view, 82
360Reach, 80
time, aligning, 323
Toastmasters International, 157–158
trade shows, attending, 98
Trader Joe’s, 36–37
trust
outrageous ideas, 16
in reinventing yourself, 256
through stories, 132
Tweepz, 188
Twellow, 187
Twitter. See also online communication
blog post sharing on, 187
in brand demonstration, 317
in connecting with colleagues, 114
defined, 186
following back followers, 188
Just Unfollow tool, 189
lists, creating, 188–189
name use, 245
networking with, 187–188, 282
People Similar To You, 188
reach, extending, 187–188
TweetBeeps, 186
click here to view full-sized image
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• U •
unresponsiveness, 313

• V •
value
producing, 322
unique promise of of, 117–119
values
in building brand profile, 116
defined, 60
defining, 60–62
employers, 92–93
ideal situation, 299
intrinsic, 60
list of, 60–62
vanity name, 244–245
videos
bios, 192–193
communication via, 22
library, building, 246–247
posting, 192–193
slideshare presentation, 194
visibility, as personal branding benefit, 39
visions
in building brand profile, 116
elements, 67
example, 67
mission statement expansion to, 68
outline questions, 67–68
statements, 68
visual appearance. See also appearance
applying online and with media, 244–247
color palette, 237–240
design brief, 233–235
fonts, 236–237
identity system, 241–244
images, replacing, 240–241
personal logo, 235
workspace, 247–250
vocations, 24
voice. See also image
enunciation, 226
pace, 226
pitch, 225
telephone tips, 226–227
volume, 226
volunteering, 318

• W •
weaknesses
analyzing, 72
freak factor and, 72–73
remembering, 71–72
talent and, 72
websites. See also online communication
blogs versus, 166
content, 167
do-it-yourself, 166
online identity, 245–246
professional groups, 166
securing name for, 244–245
setting up, 165–167
WeFollow, 187
Weiner, Anthony, 52
white, 240
Winfrey, Oprah, 42
women, career dressing
accessories, 219
blouse, 217
calm, quiet, gentle, and supportive, 222
dress, 218
energetic, fun, friendly, approachable, outgoing, 222
hosiery, 218–219
jacket, 217
jewelry, 219
serious, authoritative, distant, and demanding, 222
shoes, 218
skirt, 218
slacks, 218
women strengths, highlighting, 260–261
woo, 71
word-of-mouth support, 204
WordPress, 168
work experience, 77–78
workforce feedback, 82
workplace. See also jobs
authenticity, 298
credibility, building, 296
expendable worker, 290
workplace (continued)
  first 90 days success, 303–304
Hollywood gig model, 289–291
ideal, imagining, 90–91
meeting savvy, 283
needs, 59
negotiating in, 302–303
networking with, 282–283
not belonging, 91
performance, 12
personal branding mindset, 25, 288–295
personality in, 75
politics, 283
project-oriented, 290
standing out in, 300–301
stay/go decision, 301–303
stories in, 133
workspace
  aligning with brand, 248
  business tools, 249–250
  personalizing, 248–249
writing
  articles, 156–157
  classes, 155
cover letter, 152–153
design brief, 233–235
identity in, 20
mission statement, 66–67
press releases, 209
story, 127

• Y •
  Yahoo! groups, 114
  yellow triangles, 239
  young professionals, 252–253
  your “why,” 15–16
yourself
  distinguishing from competition, 309
  investing in, 16, 87
  knowing, 12–17
  marketing, embracing, 37–39
  permission to be, 307
  reinventing, 256
  staying true to, 104
  studying, 9
  360° view of, 79–82